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Introduction

The challenge
At the Space Port, where operations are spread across an
area the size of Paris, clear and timely communications
are of paramount importance to the critical work taking
place. The team identified that in many cases, rather than
having an effective line of communications from one
location to another, employees were often having to
travel long distances for face-to-face collaboration – for
example an office-based technical expert needing to
provide support to a field-based engineer working on a
spaceship launcher or launching equipment.
As such, the organisation started to look for solutions
which would unlock next-level communications. Antoine
Barache, Project Manager for Operational IT, explains
the situation:

“We recognised that we needed the right
equipment to ensure a field-based operator
could work anywhere, anytime, and with
hands-free capabilities – enabling us to cut
consultation time and resolve issues in minutes
rather than hours through an immediate and
real-time connection between employees.”
Travelling across the space port takes up to 20 minutes
one-way, and with personnel often having to travel back
and forth to collaborate, it’s easy to see how quickly a
significant number of hours could be lost to travel. To put
this into context, even if employees only encountered
three issues in any given week, two hours would be
wasted solely on travelling to resolve those problems.
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France’s National Space Centre, or CNES, is an
arm of the French government solely focused
on space development. Tasked with working
with other nations’ space agencies including
NASA, its main goals are to provide direction
for the Space sector by identifying what is
required for its evolution, as well as by giving
the industry the tools – and technology – it
needs to grow.
CNES employs over 2,000 people, spread
across three main locations: two offices in
Paris, one in Toulouse, and an additional
space port in French Guiana - a French
territory in South America. Here, CNES uses
satellite technology to further develop
human understanding of Earth and space, as
well as to conduct scientific research.

Beyond this, there are also situations that require remote
expertise simply due to their highly sensitive and
scientific nature. Satellite preparation, for example,
requires isolation inside a ‘white room’ because of their
extreme sensitivity to dust and humidity, meaning only a
select few people in protective clothing are allowed
inside these chambers at any one time. As such, even
when an expert is needed, they aren’t necessarily
permitted to be physically present. CNES needed to find
a solution that enabled experts to be present through a
high-quality video feed, without compromising the
dexterity of the engineers in the ‘white room’ or putting
the satellite at risk.
After assessing these challenges, CNES determined
that a hands-free smart glasses solution could provide
an effective way to improve communication and
productivity between the three sites.
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dynaEdge – a secure and
easily-integrated solution
Once the need for a smart glasses solution had been
recognised, the next question was to determine which
product of this type would best suit the organisation’s
needs. “It was immediately clear that the solution needed
to tick two main boxes: to provide robust hardware, as
well as intelligent software that integrated easily within
our existing Microsoft infrastructure,” explains Barache.
Upon assessing the landscape, CNES settled on a clear
winner. Dynabook’s dynaEdge AR solution – comprising
the DE100/DE200 mobile edge device and AR100
assisted-reality glasses – paired with its partner solution
TeamViewer Frontline, met all the requirements.
Firstly, it was critical that the software integrated easily
within the CNES IT infrastructure. For this to be
achievable, the device had to run on Windows given it
underpins the entirety of the organisation’s existing
devices and systems. As the only smart glasses solution to
run on Windows, including Windows 11, dynaEdge AR
was the obvious choice, addressing not only concerns
around integration but simultaneously meeting the high
security standards required by the space industry.
Secondly, the software capabilities needed to be such
that they’d enable high level remote collaboration
between CNES employees. Skype, for example, fell short
of its needs, being designed more for business
conferencing and therefore lacking the level of remote
assistance necessary within the space port. By selecting
dynaEdge AR, CNES instead has been able to benefit from
TeamViewer Frontline’s specialised suite of tools for
enhanced communication. Its ‘see-what-I-see’
functionality, for example, has proved crucial in greatly
elevating the quality of expert guidance provided to
fieldworkers.
Last but not least, the hardware needed to be physically
robust due to the unpredictable climate of French
Guiana. With temperatures reaching highs of 38 degrees
Celsius and over 3,300 ml of rain falling each year,
dynaEdge proved to be resilient when trialled in these
extreme weather conditions. Performance was
unhindered in high humidity and heat levels.
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Seamless testing
and implementation
With the support of Dynabook, implementation of
dynaEdge AR into CNES’ technology stack has been
straightforward. As a result of the Windows environment,
dynaEdge can be configured and managed like any
professional PC. From this point the two organisations
worked together in a rigorous testing phase to ensure
the solution met the strict functionality and security
requirements of CNES. After this initial step, testing
moved to the taxing outside environment of French
Guiana. Here the physical robustness of the device
was put through its paces – demonstrating its ability
to stay connected and functional throughout.

“With dynaEdge AR now
operational at our French Guiana
site, we’re looking at further use
cases and potentially expanding
our smart glasses fleet to
maximise frontline productivity at
the space port,” reflects Barache.
“We’re also confident that our
partners will be impressed when
they see first-hand how dynaEdge
AR is enabling us to improve our
operations, and we expect to see
other organisations within the
space sector embracing such
solutions in the near future.”

